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MYTHOS AND TRAGEDY IN THE POETICS
OF ARISTOTLE
Despite the overmentioned influence of Aristotle and the multitude of
interpretations of Aristotle from the Hellenistic times to the interpretation
of W. Jaeger and ewn to the more recent interpretations, a careful and unprejudiced (to the possible extent) examination of the arguments of Aristotle would persuade us that Aristotle is one of the least understood and probably most misunderstood philosophers. Piatonist and anti-platonist, realistic and idealistic, common sense and philosophical, charges or .praises
have been made for and against Aristotle. What the author of this short essay believes is that one should study the Aristotelian arguments in Aristotle's own terms without imposing his own terms and prejudices on them, and
what he proposes to do is to give an example of such a study, in analyzing
the third part of the sixth chapter of the Poetics (JIspi nOI'l7:lK.ijr; 1450 a
JS-b 20).
The argument in this essay is divided in three parts. The first part is an
introduction to the Aristotelian science of the artificial object nolrH-w. The
second part examines closely the text, weighing and balancing the words and
the concepts used, showing that the sequence of sentences is based on a consequence of argument and thought. The third part moves in an opposite direction from the second. If one could call the second part inductive, since it
starts from the text and moves towards the problem Aristotle is positing,
then he would call the third part deductive, for, in it, the author starts with
a problem and shows that the steps required for its formulation and its solution are to be found in the specific text of Aristotle. Thus a two-fold purpose is achieved. The second part shows what a proper reading of Aristotle
is, while the third part shows what a fruitful reading of Aristotle is. 1

1. The author feels obliged to mention honourably the name of Prof. Richard P.
Mckeon who «awakened the author from his domgatic slumber» in his studies of Aristotle and taught him a proper and fruitful way of reading Aristotle.
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It is proper to state, more as a warning rather than as information, in
short, the possibilities of misinterpreting the Poetics. The misinterpretations
of Aristotle are various. Applying Platonism to the Poetics and talking about
the Beautiful, applying Neoplatonic sharp differentiations between form and
content, talking about a «copy» theory of imitation are few of the most common misinterpretations. Other readers tend to see the artificial object as a
product of the psychology of the artist, or of the social conditions in which
the work was created, while people who still want to talk in Aristotelian terms
center on an examination of «pity and fear» and talk about «katharsis», out
of the context in which these terms appear. This last interpretations center
around problems of tragedy as such. Aristotle's great achievement, however,
is not a lofty discussion of tragedy but a science of poetics which deals with
the artificial otject as such.
In the Poetics, Aristotle makes a new beginning in tr:e study of poetics,
by recognizing that the poema, the artificial object, is an object distinct from
the natural obj,~cts, with its own integrity, and as such he believes that it must
have its own science, with its own specific subject matter, method, and principles. The subject matter of Poetics is the Tragedy as 3...'1 artificial object,
the method is a method of composition of such an object out of parts, and
the principles arc like those of motion and are differentiated from them by
the fact that an artificial object has an external principle of motion (an artist) while nature is an internal principle of motion.
The artificial object then has an external principle of motion which is
equivalent to saying that it is created (creation is motion change) by something external, an artist. But it is also the case that in making an object the
artist is imitating and what he is imitating is Nature. Here we can see the difference between Aristotle and Plato. While Art is Nature imitated for Aris-totie, for Plato the sensible natme is created by a Creator who is a perfect
Artist in imitation of the Beautiful, of the world of ideas. Consequently, the
examination of Art and Poetics for Plato is subordinate to the search for
Truth and Beauty, whIle for Aristotle the study of the artificial object has
its own integrity and its own proper place in inquiry. This is the great achievement of Aristotle in Aesthetics. For he is the first to make a separate science
of Aesthetics. And while it is true that the Metaphysics supply the first
principles of the sciences and in this sense is the most architectonic of all,
the separate sciences still have their own integrity and deserve to study in
themselves.
An artificial object is an object made by an artist, a maker, a poet and
in this sense it is an object bf imitation. By imitation we do not mean a copy
of nature but more a completion of nature. In the same line of argument we
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claim that the natural objects that are imitated are not only important tragic characters but even the most trivial artificial object is a product of imitation in many modes. A chair, for example 2, is an imitation of the posture
of a sitting man, in a complementary fashion as much as Medea is an imitation of a woman possessed with the passion of love and jealousy. Tragedy
is differentiated from other modes of imitation in «what it imitates» by the
part of the definition of tragedy which states that it is an imitation of action
which is «serious» and complete.
In the first five chapters of the Poetics Aristotle in a dialectical way
shows the integrity of the artificial object of Tragedy as a preliminary recognition for its philosophical examination. If artificial objects are a specific
subject matter worthy of being studied, then we have to study them as such
and we have to develop a method for them or a function of their principles.
Since an artificial object is a O"UVOA.OV, a whole made up of parts, then its
principles will be parts of it and this is what the definition of Tragedy in
chapter six states. For we showed that, in as much as they are imitations, artificial objects have their integrity. Then we leave behind the considerations
of the maker, the poet and cent er our inquiry on the examination of the poema itself. The poema is a synolon of parts. Thus in parts we search fort he
principles and the causes of tragedy as an artificial object. This also gives
us the method proper for poetics since it is by composition and construction
that parts are put together to make up whales. Thus toward the end of the
sixth chapter we have all the necessary elements for a science of Poetics. It
is this first endeavour in the science of the Poetics, that the author of this
short essay tries to analyse and show beyond the text the use of it in the
branch of philosophy called Aesthetics.
Our problem is the importance of the plot in the Poetics of Aristotle.
At first two points have to be made with respect to the text. The first deals
with the limits of the problem and the argument in the Poetics: it is contained
in the third part of ch. 6. The second deals with the position of the above
part and its content in the whole of the Poetics. After the end of the dialectical part of the book, the third part of ch. 6 is the beginning of the second
part of the Poetics in which tragedy is studied properly in a science of poetics
with its own principles and method. Apart from the tracing of the argument
in a search to answer our problem, we shall also look at it from the point
of view of its position in the Poetics and consequently we shall examine the
2. I am indebted for the example of the chair to the late Dr. Paul Goodman (The
Structure of Literature, University of Chicago Press, 1954).
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first problem in the theory of Tragedy under the light of the importance of
the problem for the entire book.
We will begin then by making a general hypothesis about our problem
and its importance in the Poetics. With this in mind we shall trace and reconstruct the argument giving various interpretations. We will also examine problems that will appear in the course of our study in the same way. Finally
using the knowledge that we acquired by tracing the argument we will expand
our general hypothesis and finally place our problem in the general argument of the Poetics.
The definition of tragedy at first repeated that it is an imitation (art is
an external principle of motion, while nature is an internal principle of motion) and proceeded to define tragedy in terms of its parts. Action, Language
and Acting Actors were the parts which were connected into a form by pity
and fear. In the same parts we recognized the principles and the causes. The
imitation of a serious and complete action, analogous to the privation in the
Physics, is the «what» and plays the role of an efficient cause. The language
which is enriched with all kinds of ornament, analogous to the matter in the
Physics, is the «in what» and pJays the role of the material cause. The Acting
Actors (men in action), analogous to the forces of the Physics is the how,
the final cause of the tragedy and finally pity and fear as formal causes tie
the other principles together in an artistic synolon. Thus we have analogous
to the Privation-Matter-Form of the Physics the principles of the tragedy
which give us the ({what» is imitated, the «in what» is imitated, the «how» it
is imitated and the way that all the above three come together.
In an almost visual way the three parts (principles) were analysed into
six in the way that a spectator would notice them upon watching a tragedy,
starting with the spectacle and finally completing our enumeration with the
plot, which in a complete form the spectator would perceive last. This way of
enumeration and ordering suggests to us that we are looking now at a tragedy
as a nature in itself with no consideration of the poet, or the circumstances,
or the audience. We are simply watching and examining a tragedy. A tragedy is an artificial object, a poema, something made. If we are to examine
it is a nature in itselfwe have to see how these parts that we were able to discern were made and how they were put together. With respect to our specific problem, the importance of our criticism does not lie on the particular
argument of the third part of ch. 6 but on the fact that the art of poetry (and
consequently the science of poetics) accepts here its final principles and its
method of analysis. It is not then a coincidence that such an important part
3. The above schematism is according to the interpretation of Prof. Mckeon.
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of the general argument starts by considering parts, because the object of
our inquiry is an artificial object, a synolon as it is said in the first chapter,
a whole made up out of parts. We are in search of an organising principle
in order to make up the whole out of the parts.
It follows then from what was said up till now that the general problem
we are facing in part 3 of ch. 6 is the arrangement of the parts in terms of
their importance. This arrangement will in terms of method give us the general schema for our study of poetry. In terms of tragedy as a nature and
our specific problem, this arrangement will give us the schema which will
enable us to construct out of the parts the whole, the synolon of the tragedy.
This schema, since we are dealing with an artificial object must be a part.
Thus our problem is that of the inquiry into parts and into their relations
to each other.
The argument begins by defining the plot and ascertaining that it is the
J..leytcrtov of all parts. As all introductory sentences in Aristotle it gives us
the problem and the argument. The term «O'ucn:uO't<; n:puYJ..lUt(OV» functions
in two ways: «systasis» connects us to the general hypothesis of «synolon»
(here: things put together) and indicates that plot is what puts together the
parts of tragedy. The npuyJ..lu'!u refers to the things done (actions) and prepares the next step, which will be the answer to the question why the plot is
the m 0 s t est as a systasis).
The first step then of the argument stated positively and proved syllogistically is the following: Tragedy imitates action and life, the end of life is
action, plot is of things done; therefore the end of tragedy is plot and things
done (action). This is our first conclusion and it employs two terms, action
and life. Both though have action as the end. The differentiation has been
explained either in terms of voluntary and involuntary activity or, in another
entitative interpretation, so that it will include both, what somebody does
and what is done to him (by Gods, other people, etc.). But it can also be explained as an attempt to connect, at first, life with pragmata and action with
plot so that our final conclusion involves also two terms: pramgata and plot
(as a systasis). To answer the question why the plot is the megiston we insert
a second premiss that the end is the megiston, therefore the plot is the megiston. One should not here think that the premiss is inserted for the sake of
the syllogism, but he should keep in mind the connec..tion of the end (final
cause) to our principles (actors acting) and to the importance that the end
has for art (the artificial object). Parallel 10 the positive part of the argument
runs the negative part thus completing our syllogistic formulation and furthermore differentiating character, another of the parts of tragedy, which
has quality as its end (not action). Therefore tragedy is not «of character».
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Happiness and unhappiness (not fortune) come in our formulation to add
to the premisses and to connect action and life. Happiness is the end of life
and action is the end of life, and happiness is the end of action (in the negative part of the argument, happiness is not connected to character and quality. As Aristotle says in the Nicomachean Ethics that it is the ones that
struggled (acted) that may (fortune or misfortune) be the winners in the 0lympics and not the most beautiful or the most powerful (qualities). A further
relation is established in this first step of the argument which serves as a link
to the next one; it is the relation of action and character and is given directly
in terms of the end and of tragedy. Action does not portray character, but
character is included for the s a k e of the action. Again the expression
«for the sake» indicates the end and brings with it the importance of action
in the tragedy as an end.
The next step is the contrast of character and action in the tragedy.
Action being the end as well as the organizing principle of it, is necessary
for a tragedy. Tragedy is contrasted to painting because, given the action as
an organizing principle and the end of tragedy; in other arts this need for
a specific organizing principle in terms of action is not existing and consequently, a part of tragedy other than the plot, by being shown in another art
as apart from the action can be shown as not being the megis/on in tragedy.
The third argument brings plot through character to a consideration
with other parts of tragedy. The new problem that arises is the following:
Suppose that we do not reject ,haracter as being an organizing principle but
apart from the plot we make up a sequence, more correctly a «sticking together» in a row, of speeches, that show character, a thing which one could
observe in a tragedy (if he did not understand the plot), and furthermore polish these speeches as they are in the tragedy in thought and in diction, will
this sequence make up a tragedy? Again it is proved here that these elements
stuck together by themselves (even when polished) and not being put together
by the principle of action, cannot make up a tragedy, because without a plot
they are not in a s y n 0 Ion and as a result they are not in an artificial object but all of them can be thought in terms of rhetoric (speeches) or ethics
(characteristic), that is to say apart from the whole, the poema, the tragedy.
The expression used in the preceding argument «to stick together, to
throw together in a random order» is the link for this argument. The problem
that arises is the following: f,ince a random sequence of parts of tragedy
(plot not included) does not constitute a tragedy then why is it that the i.equence of incidents, that is the plot, makes a tragedy, as we said in the second
argument? The answer given is that it is the 'ltSpl1tE'tlna and the avuyvroptm~ that make the sequence the proper one for tragedy. The «necessary» and
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the «probable» are only in the complex tragedies (having a reversal and a
discovery). Thus the discovery and the reversal are connected to the «necessary» and «the probable» and therefore a sequence like the plot is characterized by necessity and probability if it has discovery and reversal and it is
the plot alone that can have them. The argument is given in terms of the spectator (psychagogy). Again if we keep in mind a modification of the principles as discovery and reversal in contrast to the present formulation, action
and actors acting, and the plot as being of action we can relate our terms mOJe
basically, a task which is done later in the book.
The final step of the argument is give-n as a sign and not as a proof. In
contrast to the previous one it is given in terms of the poet and not of the
Fpectator, and it is 1'ot the psychagogy coming from the perceived complex
plots but it is the dealing with the constiUction of these complex plots, deteimining the degree of perfection of the poet. The inexperienced poets may be
good in diction, character, etc., because these elements can be worked alone,
but the construction of a good plot is a complex work, and a sign of experience, and perfection.
The next sentence recapitulates our argument and completes it. We learned in the first step that the plot is the megiston because it is the end of tragedy. Now we see that the plot is the beginning (apx1'!) of tragedy. Again if
we take into account our original principles we see that action is the object,
and «actors acting» is the manner. The plot fonows these connections and
becomes the beginning of tragedy, the organizing principle and the end, that
is to say that it becomes the form of tragedy. In the same schema plot also
assumes, through probability and necessity, discovery and reversal, and pity
and fear, the third part of the definition that unifies the form, the formal
cause. Language only remains as the means.
Our argument continues with the following problem, which we encounterr::d at the beginning talking about the «systasis of things». Since the plot is
the organizing principle, the megis/on of the parts, how then are the rest of
the parts f;tting in it, to make up the synolon? The arguments that are given
for the ordering (which I will not trace as they are not directly connected to
the importance of the plot) are in a lot of ways similar to the previous ones
In them the plot is not only a backbone in which we place the other elements.
We establish the other elements in an organic relation to the plot. This is
succeeded by considering them in terms of action, as the terms 1tpa~ECO~
n:pun6v'tcov, (Ist argument), sv6v'tu-tipJl6't'tov'tu (2nd arg.), 'ltpoUtpei'tUl<psuYSt (3 rd arg.) reveal.
A question arises from our formulation. If language (diction and melody) is the means (the matter), how can the plot which determines the form
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only, have language fitting in it as a part? In the physics, matter remains a
potentiality and appears never without a form (actuality). Is language in the
same way a: potentiality? In the case of art, where the principle of motion is
external, an exi&ting language is a potentiality. A poet might use it. It is a
potentiality in the sense that the bricks (matter) to build a house are a potentiality because the builder (ext. principle) mayor may not use them to
build a house. Once though the house is built the materials are actualized
in the form. Accordingly here lies the importance of the plot (action of acting
actors). It influences the matter (actualizes it) as an organizing principle and
as an end.
To conclude this part: the foregoing argument dealt with the parts of a
poema, a synolon, as a whole and a nature in it£elf and proved the plot to
be a beginning and an end and an organizing principle. Plot was established
both in terms of the parts and the principles (causes). The specific position
of this argument in the Poetics makes these considerations important fOl the
further study of tragedy in terms of method, and in terms of principles.
In the preceding part we analyzed the arguments that Aristotle gives in
ch. 6 part ill of his Poetics supporting the importance of the plot in a tragedy. Special effort was made to connect the specific argument as a single line
of argumentation (both in terms of method and context) to the general argument of the Poetics and to justify its place with respect to what was preceding it, and, more important, to what followed it. During the course of
the previous paper various problems appeared. We will attempt to inquire
into them.
The occasion for the present problem starts way back at the disagreement between what used to be considered as the beginning or the end of aesthetic analysis or more specific of literary criticism, and what appeared as
such in the Poetics. Habits acquired since loag before, through reading5 of
criticism of literary work, statements of the artists about art seemed to point
to a direction different from Aristotle's treatment of poetry. Poetry, as well
as other forms of art, used to be analyzed as expressions of a general idea
ofth!: poet about reality, or of the poet's personal reality, or of the times and
places (cultural background and environment); and from the point of view
of the reader, as identification with the heroes of a literary work (in ideological, psychological, cultural terms). And even though there was in this analysis some consideration of the composition of the artificial object (and of
the plot, specifically) there seemed to be in Aristotle a lack of the consideration of the «content» of a poetic work. In terms of the specific argument, Aristotle's naming of the plot as the beginning, end, and soul of tragedy gave
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rise to a problem, namely that of the limits of the analysis of poetic criticism
and creation. More specifically: could the poetic ant'lysis not be extended to
what we called «content»? And if not why? Naturally, such a problem involves questions about imitation. In the dialectical part of the book Aristotle
undertook such a task (that is: he did not attack a content analysis but he
specified the subject matter of his inqui ry) and so we ended up with a science
of poetics which inquires into the artificial object and instead of the poet
and the reader we have two ways of approach in our inquiry: perception and
judgement. We, were aho given cl definition of tragedy in terms of it!> parts a~
of an artificial object and as of a tragedy specifically. The discussion of the
plot is for us the starting point. A similar occasion as the one we described
above gave rise to the new problem. The plot was named the beginning, end,
and soul of tragedy. The previous statement seems to us as setting limits to
our inquiry in much the same way we noticed in our previous discussion. Because we will find again that while the other parts of tragedy can be studied
in another science, plot is properly treated only in the poetic science, in the
way that the «content» can be studied in Metaphysics (poet's idea about reality) or in psychology (poet's personal reality and emotions of the audience)
or in Politics (environment of poet and audience) or in ethics.
Our problem then is arrived at as follows: we know that the artificial
object is made out of parts and that if we are to make a poema or to criticize
one, we have to know w hat is a par t (of a tragedy) and w hat are
its fun c t ion s (oiJva~ll~) t hat m a k e i tun i t e i n t 0 a who I e.
Furthermore, we have to have a part that will be our beginning in constrnction and in appreciation, because it is not by chance or by necessity that a
poema is existing, made out of specific parts. Given then what we know about
the parts of tragedy we inquire into their fUnction and into their relations that
are dependent on the functions. And given also that we are looking in the
parts for an organizing principle (because the poem is a whole which is organized, and if we are only considering an artificial object the only thing we
can inquire into is «parts»), we can give the fin a I for m u I at ion 0 J
our pro b I e m as follows: W hat are the fun c t ion s 0 f the
plo t (a sap art 0 f t rag e d y) in rei a t ion tot he 0 the r
parts that make it the beginning of tragedy both
in terms of poetical creation and appreciation?
In other words: why is it that the plot is the organizing principle in the tragedy and not the «content» as expressed in other parts such as character, or
dianoia or others?
We are therefore engaged in an inquiry which has as its object to identify among the parts of the poema a «beginning part» and to examine how it
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operates in the synthesis of the whole. We are given the parts, we are also
given the general statement that tragedy imitates action. The term «imitates»
does not have primary significance in this part of the argument (it has
in the dialectical part). We concentrate on the term action (for all practical
purposes any use of the term action from now and on refers to action as imitated and not as the object that was imitated). The plot is the part of the tragedy that fulfills the requirement for action. But, why action and why plot?
Action is on the one hand perceptible (both as action alone and as imitated).
Both character and thought are not perceptible alone. We can only infer them
through action. But is the perceptibility alone the criterion for a beginning
part in an artificial object? In other words are any actions imitated a beginning for a tragedy? Here we employ the concept of a plot which is a sequence
of incidents (actions). But again what makes a sequence of actions perceptible as a sequence? After all every action is in itself a sequence ot actions and
there is no action in the present in the way that there is no motion in the present. Furthermore, an action, can be always thought as a sequence, being continuous. What makes an action perceptible as a sequence is the change from
happiness to unhappiness and what creates a perceived sequence in a tragedy
is consequently this change from happiness to unhappiness. We are able to
arrange and discern sequential steps in a series of actions only in this way in
a tragedy. Otherwise all action as continuous is sequential and vice versa.
But again is it possible that another part of the tragedy will have the power
to establish such a sequence determined by changes from happiness to unhappiness? To answer this we have to turn to the other parts that are with
respect to the objects of imitation, because our definition is in terms of form
(every definition being a form) and thus we do not have to inquire into the
means. Character, even though it is the cause of action, is not on the one hand
perceptible. On the other hand it is not the character that determines happiness or unhappiness and consequently character cannot give perceptible
sequence to the action; nor is it true in the reverse way, that is that action aims
at some quality (character). Therefore it is only a sequence of action, as the
plot is, that can be the beginning part. We have thus in our hands two COllcepts : action and sequence. These two faculties of the plot are the basis of a
poema because out of action wc get the unity of the plot and out of the sequence its order. But let us proceed with our inquiry in the direction of the
sequence. A tragedy appears on stage (or when read) as made up of specches
coming from the diffacnt characters in a sequence. Is it then a sequence of
speeches that establishes zn order in the poema (even if these speeches t"lk
about happiness or unhappiness)? Again we can employ perception, but this
time another faculty must be found that will establish beyond the mere se-
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quence, the concept of unity. We said that the sequence becomes poetically
constructible and perceptible through changes from happiness to unhappinesS. We need to inquire further into the faculties of the plot that we called
unity and order. The further characteristic that will unite parts of the plot
are the 1t I> pt 11: E 't Eta t and the d i s c 0 ve r i e s. The sequential steps of
the plot from happiness to unhappiness are connected by 11:I>Pt1tE'tl>lat and
discoveries. This connection between them is according to the probable and
the necessary.
Let us summarize what we found about the faculties of the plot. The plot
being of action is perceptible, and being a sequence it perceptibly developed
in time and only in it (the spectacle alone can be perceptible in !'.pace). The
plot is a sequence and is perceptible as such because it contains in it changes
from happiness to unhappiness. The plot has unity and order together because it contains as parts-faculties the rCSpt11:En:tat and the discoveries which
connect the steps from happiness to unhappiness and make the sequence one
and orderly in terms of probability and necessity.
By finding, though, the parts-faculties of the plot we solved only part
of cur problem. What remains is to examine how the fru;ulties of the plot are
employed in the making up of the whole, the poema. This organic whole is
made out of parts, and consequently our inquiry is directed towards the problem of how to employ the faculties of the plot in relation to the other parts
of tragedy so that we can form a poetic whole, a poema.
We said previously that the plot is the beginning of our process as critics and poets to make up a synthesis of the parts. It is in terms of probability and necessity that all the other parts are fitted into the plot, and every
part is put in it as necessary and probable in terms of the ongoing action and
as it is proper to its specific function. The characters, for example, have as
specific faculty the fact that they are causes of action, as such they are properly placed in the plot according to the action but they operate in terms of
probability and necessity and not only in one direction (as causes of action)
but they are also revealed by probable or necessary discoveries (discovery =
insight into character) and become causes of further action (reversal of action), which is necessary and probable. The thought has as a specific faculty
that it is found in the speeches of the characters. They are thus connected to
the characters and th" plot in probe.bility and nccessity. The line of argumentation can proceed in the same way all the way down to the spoclacle and show
that all puts are connected to the plot in probability and necessity, thus
making up the overall unity and order of tragedy. As we proceed to the least
poetic parts the connection seems to be weaker; not that it is possible to
think of the parts as not cOllnected to the plot in probability and nccessity,
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but because they are not so important (essential) to the tragedy. Therefore
a theory like this can accept a construction and appreciation of a play that
will only be read or that will be acted without a scenery, or a play with no
song and music, or even a pantomime.
We found out therefore that the plot is the part which is the organizing
principle of tragedy. It is the beginning for the poet and the critic because it
makes up the unity and the order of the play and as a complete whole it is
the end. The poet begins by making a plot and has as his end the organized
whole. The critic begins by criticizing the sequence (the 001-0) and has as an
end the proper tragic effect, which is dependent on the probable and the necessary in the plot. The object is to make or to criticize an organized whole,
therefore the plot is the beginning and the end of tragedy.
We can do further investigation concerning the relation of the faculties
of the plot and the artificial whole in general. We examined thc tragedy as
a synolon and as a form. We found that the synolon is based on the plot's
faculties necessity and probability. Thus we can return to our original problem of form and content (m:pu:X0I-LEVOV) and point out that the tragedy qua
tragedy is an artificial object which achieves beauty because of the probability and necessity in its form. Ifwe extend the probable and the necessary to
what they offer to tragedy we can establish another more general law of Aesthetics. The probable and the necessary are the bases for the unity and order
of the tragedy. The plot establishes two kinds of unities: the unity of incidents
within the plot and the unity of all the parts of the tragedy. The sequence
establishes the unity in terms of judgement and the unity establishes the sequence in terms of perception. In a very long play the sequence is forgotten
and a play that does not have a proper sequence cannot be said to be one.
The two concepts are reflexive in the above manner and the two j.iEyf;6Tl
that come from them are for that reason united. To make the further generalization, that Aristotle makes, the beauty of the artificial object is based on
the reflexivity and interdependency of unity and order according to the probability and necessity.
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MY00L (IIAOKH) KAI TPArnAIA LTHN IlOIHTIKH
TOY APILTOTEAOYL

IIEpiATJ'I'TJ.
To 001dftto alJLo UnO'H:f.El UVUAUGll 'tOD 'tpi'tou ~tf;pOUC; WD i:KlOU KE<puA.aiou wu llepi 7WI'lUKfje; 'tOU 'Aplmo'tf;A,OUe;, UVUA.ucrlj nou 0 cruyypa<peu;;
6EoopEt unooE1Yj.iaTtKij i;p~tTlveiu UPlCHO'tl;A,lKOU Kelj.if;VOU ftl': UnOK}oeW'tlKij
~ucrTl 'to tOto 'to &Pyo KUt 'tijv ilmX!'.lPlHHJ.lOAoyia 1:0U, Xoopi;; 't11V ava:YKTl
avaopoj.ifj;; crE lina Kr.tjJ£va Kai Ka.'taCjl\)yfje; crE 6EwpiEC; ~(;VE;; Kat npoc; 'to
nVEUfta 'tOU CjllA.OcrO<pO\) Ka\ rrpo;; 't11V uU'tOvo~lia 'tfje; bncr'tll~111;; 'tfj~ IIot11'tlKll~. To ()oKi~tto OHHPEi'tat crE 1:piu I-Lf;PTl. To npf:no eIvat Ka6apu dcraywY1KO mijv uptcrw't!;A.ueij ilmcr'tlll-L11 'tOU 1:EXV1]'tOU UVTlKelj.i{;VO\), 1:0 OE1)'tepo
KlVel'tat ilnaywyueu uno 'tit /.f;~11 m~ 01(f;'I'11 , Kat 'to 'tpho, aV'tia'tpo<pa,
arro 'to cruyJ(eKpl~lf;VO np6~/vTlfta crTT) /veK'tlKT] TOU OlUT\)1tWcrTl Kat 'titv £mxelP11fta'tOAOYl1;:it OIKa{W(jll wo. ME 10 crUV()U{J.aftO aUTO uvu}.unKfjc; Kat auvOe1:tKfjc; rropeia.c; 0 auyyp. mmeuel 'rrwe; l':m'tUYXUVEL TOcro 'tijv op6ij ocro Ka1
1:ij y6Vl~111 uvayvoocrTj 'tOU aplcrTOT!;}.lKOU aulOU K<:t!lf;VOIJ.
<H IIOLTl1:1Kij OeoopeLTat ~ 11 £mcr'tTllll1 WU 1:eXvTj'tOu avnKeqIf;vou -1:0D
epyou 011A. 'tfje; 1:€XVTlC; - avt:~ap1:1iTOU ana 1:a CjlUcrtKU uvTtlcetj.iI.;Vu" fIt 01K6
'tTle; urroKf.i~tsvo, OUo'l 1'11<; j.if;OO()O, 011<:f;C; nit; a,pxt;;, aox;cTee; uno tK€rVee; 't(J)V
A.ot1il'1N {;mG'tl1!lwV. 'Y1toKeiftevo 'tile; dVaL Tj 1paymSia, wC; 1exv1116 cw'tlKd/levo, ftWo06;; TTle; 1'\ cruv6wTJ Tfje; 'tpayooSiac;, wC; «OAOU» uno tU j.if;i:nl T11;;,
KO.1 apXf;C; tTle; -- avaAoYEC; npo;; tiC; apxl':c; tfje; K1VT]crE(()C;, !lE Tit OH:UpOPU
on cre1lv npOKelj.if;V11 nEpintoocrTl unapXEl {;~(j)1;epIKit apxTj K1VT]m;ws, 6 Kaf.AtTEXVTJe; - tU Ilf;PTl ano ta on-oiu anOrEAelTcn. To 'teXV1]'to aVTlKelftl;VO
we; lWA.A.tTEXV1KO 0Tlj.itoupYTlj.ia eIVIl.t npolov fHj.iT]aswc; {;vo;; {;~ootef.m:ou atrio\). 'H 'tpayoooia, El()lKWrepa, stval ,liJl'l(jIe; np6.(,ewr; (jnovoaiae; Kai relefar;. <H aUTOV0l-Lta tTlS, we; Tl;XVTl10U aV'tlKl;l~lf;VOU, cmOOW(VUETat OlU/.eKTtKU cr'tU nf;VTe npww Ke<pUAmu tou llspi nOI'lTlKfje;. <0 6ptcr/10;; Tfj;; TpayooOiae; crTTJ.V apxTj TOU &KTOU KeCjl. we; «crUV6AOU» 1tpocrolOpit;el Kai 'ti~ apXf;~
tTle;, 'tU «utna» 1:Tl;;. Au'tu dVUI tU j.if;PTl TTle;. To 1CoITlj.ia dval crUVOA,O ano
j.if;PTl· 'H cruv6ecrTl, 0TlA. 1'] 00I-LT] TOUe; O1Jvl(Jru, 'tl) j.if;(JOOO 'tfj;; IIotTlnKfje;.
~Etcrt n-poe; TO Tf;AOe; TOU &KTO\) KE<p. &XOUV EVT01ttcr8fj KU1 npocrOtoplcr(Jfj op.a
Ta avaYKaia crTotxEia ytU TijV £mcrrT]j.iTl 1:fje; II01TlTtKfje;.
KUplO 6f;j.iU TOU OE\J'tf;pOU j.if;pOUe; 'tou OOKlj.iio\) dvat 1'\ 1CAmcij (0 j.iU60e;) Kat iI crTll-Lucria TOU cr'tijv 1tOtTlTtKTj 'tf;XVTl. 'H 'tpay(()oia ropimTlKE cr&
cruvap'tTlcrTl npoe; 'tu I-Lf;PTl 1tOD rijv O1JV6f;TOUV. Aura avncrT01Xouv mu «aiTW» Tfje; aptmoTEA1Kfj;; 'OvTOAoY{Ue;, 01tooe; npocrolOpit;ovTm cr'tTjv cJ>V(jIKi}v aKpOaalV Kai crTU Me'ta 'Ca cJ>v(jIKa. Of avncrTotxiEe; oEiXVOV'tUl crXTI-
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).lanKa. 'H opyavoHuol upxl'j 'tfi~ TpaYOl()[a~ ro~ «cruv6A.ou» uva,'lFEi''tUl
'&'tcrt ()'to. ).l!';PTj Tl1~, opi,E'tat 'Ii crX&crTj TOOV ).lEpOOv l.lE'ta~U 'tOUs yta 'tov
dnapncr/lo «O'uv6A.ou» Kaero~ Kat 'Ii fEpapXTjO'T] 'tOu~. 'n~ opyavo)'ttK1]
UPX1] A.a).lpaVE'tat uno 'tov 'Apt()'to't&A.Tj 6 ).lD60~, ~ (JI)(J'TaG'lr:; npaYf1.o:r:wv
(onou rrpaYf1.aTa = of 'tpaYLKi;~ npasw;), Kat xapaK'tllpi,E'tat ro~ WJyzG'WV.
na'tt 0 ).lD60r; dvat 'to fliY/G'TOV, unoOElKvUE1Ul ()'tl'j O'uV&XEta ).lE &na'KplpOl).lllVTj &nlX!:tpTj).la'toA.oyia: 'H 'tpaymoia ).ll~lEhat npasw;, 0111.. 't1] '0lT] : TaOr:;
'tfj~ 'Olfj~ dVaL 'Ii 1l'pa~Tj' 0 ).lMot; uvacp&p!:'tUl cri; 'ltEnpay).l&vu,' dpa dAor:; 'tfit;
'tpaymo{a~ dvm 6 /lD60r; (OTjA.. 11" npa~Tj)' Kat i';nElol'j ..,..... dOlKWtEpa yta 'to.
'tEXVll'ta UVnKEi).lEVa - 'to dAor:; dvaL TO fliYIG'TOV, lipa 0 ).lu60r; dvUt 'to
piY1G'TOV.

'H iom 6&0'11 unoowCvuETat Kat UPVllnKa, UCPOD 1) TpaYOlo[a oi;v dVUl
.).li).lTjO'Tj fjOOD; (Ta fjOIJ G'DflrrepIAaflpaVODG'lV 010. Tar:; npa?;elr:;). 0{ «nEfW]\;&TEH;C;» Ka1 of «avayvOlpiO'!:l~» i';S (n,A.OU, nou otap6provouv Tl'jV 'tpaYOlo{a
KaTa TO eiKOr:; Kai TO avaYKaiov, oi;v UVijKOUV O'i'; KaV&Va uno 'to. AOlna
O'1:OlxEi'a 'tfje; 1:paymoia<; rcapu. I-\OVO 0'1:0 ).lU60. ' A'lto Tl'jV nl"EUpa. 'tOU 1J:01T]1:fj
'Ita!.., «ora rrpaYflaTa G'vviG'TauOaz» anOTEAd1.o Kopucpml-\a Tfjr; opal-\U1:oupyiae;.
EiVat, A.Ol1tOV, 0 l-\u6oC;, ~ apXlj, IfIvX~ Kat Ti).O; 't11C; 'tpaymo[ctC;, 1:0 aloor:;,
ii f1.0pqJ~ Tfie; 1:paY{J)oiu,C;, Ka1:a Tl'jv UP1O'T01:Z).tK1] op0A.oyia. 'Ano 'tl'jv Of.11
f,OlTCOV i';mXElprwaTOJ"oyia TOU 1:pho\) ll&pOUe; 'tOD EKWU PtPAiol' TfjC; IIOIIJTIKfjr:; vuvaYEwl f:naymYIKa TO O'UI-\ntpo,a[ta on 0 fIUOOC; dVU,l
(XpOVLKl'j)
apxlj,11 Opyu,VOl'tLK1] upxl'j (IfIVX~) Kai TO dAor:; 1:fje; Tpaywoiw; cri; auvap1:TjcrTj
rrpoc; 1a fl&pT] 1:T]e; (upxi;~-a1:o\xEi'a Kat «uhw,»).
LTO Tpico, 1:&A.0C;, ).l&POC;, cri; o.v'tLnUpaO!:O'T] /li; o.A./.ZC; O!:mpil::e; A.oyon;xvIKfje; Kpl'rlKfje;, 6 O'uyyp. napU1:Tjpf-i on 0 'APl()'tOTtAT]e; crn) IhaA.!:K'tLKO 11Epoe; 1:fje; IIOIIJ7:lKifr:; (1:0. nEV1:1:: npoo'tu Kl::cpaA.ata) uvwpwvu 'to T!:XVT]TO uv'ttKl::lJ.lEVO uno Mo Kupiwe; uno\jll::te; : 'tfje; uV'tiA.T]'l'11e; Kat 'tfje; KpicrTj<;. LTj).lEtroVEL UKO/l11 on 11 Tpaymllia ropiO'1:T]KE cri; cruvap1:11O"Tj npoe; 1'a. /lEpTj 1'11e;, Kat
{In uq>!:'tTjpia 1:fje; OA.11e; cru'~TTjcr1]e; unfjp~E 6 J.luOOe; ~ apxlj, IfIVX~ KO,i TiAor:;
Tfj~ Tpayw01ae;. na'ti ~voo UAA.a ).l&Pl1 Kat U',',!:e; uno\jl&te; 'tfie; 1:puywoia~
J.lnopouv va. un01:&A.EO'ouv U'lt01CI::IJ.lEVO Kat liA.AOlV ~ntO"tT]).lOOv, 6 ).lu60e; &IVal
imOKt:l).lEVO 1:fj~ II01Tj'tlKfje; UnOKA.Elcr'tlKa. 'ES UA.A.OU uno T1'\V o.no\jlTj 'tocro
1'fje; o'l1).llOupyia~ 00'0 Kat 1:11e; KpmKfje; bn~aA.A.e1:Ut Eva «i!EPO~» vo. ATjcp6fj
~ UPxT]· 'H 'tpaymoia dvat fliflIJG'Ir:; rrpaf,eWr:;, 0 i!uOOe; i';KnA.'l1ProVl::t 1:1e; unat1:ijcrEte; 1:fie; npasTje;, Kat i!OVO 1) npaS11 dVU,l ouvaTOV vu dvat «UV1:tA.11'1t'tO»
UV'tU,,:elfL!:\'O. Movo it UKol.ouOia (O'uvoxl'j) TOOV OpOlJ.lEvOlV KaV!:l 1:ilv npa~Tj
UV'tlAl1n1:T], KaOroe; Kat it J.lI::Taf3oA1'\ uno Ei'nuxia~ de; ou()'tUX1uv' Kat a£n:a.
OEV UvijKOUV cri; KaV&Va U')"AO U'ltO 1:(1 /lEP11 'tfj~ TparOloia~ napa /lOVO mo
J.lMo. YE'tcrt 0 J.lueo~ VO&i1Ul Kat naA.l roe; apxlj. 'n~ «npaS11» npoO'oiOel mo
1:!:XYT]TO UV'tLK!:iJ.ll:VO &VOTTj'tU Kat ro~ «UKOAOuOia» 'ltPOO'01Oet 1:aST]. Of «nE-
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dval O'tOtXeta EvotTj'tOe; ",at 'ta.~!:co; KaTa ,0
'Ii upx1) 'tfj~ O'UVO&O'BOlC; 'toov
J.U:pWv. Tu ;\otnu J.lEpTj cruO'Xe1:i'ovtat Kat i';v1:aaaoV1:at crTO OA.OV Kara ,0
eiKO:; Kai TO avaYKaiov' OTjA.aol'j Hl O'l1J.laV'tlKro't!:pa: ~Oor;, Ai?;Ir:;,OlaVO/a
cruvoEoVWt J.li; 'to J.lU60 meV01:l::pa (icrXUPOtEPO,), Ta. mo i';noucrtrooll : fldonOlia, Olfll;, ucrOEvEO'T!:pa. '0 J.lu80e; "olnov roe; O'1:otX&!o EVOTTj1:0~ Kal 'ta.<;Tje; Kat we; TEA.ElO OA.OV ICUS' alno, 1:00'0 uno 1:1]V nA.!:upu tfjc; OT]J.llOupy{Ue;
00'0 Kat uno Tl'jV nA.!:upa 'tfjc; KpL1:1Kfje;, Un01:E"'&! 1tpayj.lan n)v apx~ Kat
'to 'tD-or; Tfje; 1:po.ym01uc;.
IIEpat1:Epw i:p!:tJVa ax!:nKa J.lE 1:l'j O'XEO'l1 toov lOt01:T)1:OlV TOU j.lu60u !Cui
'tfje; TpaYOloiae; roe; texvTjTOD «0A.01))) yI::VLKOOC;, ool1y&i O''tu E~'lie; crUi!1t!:Pa.O'J.la'ta: To «auvo/.oV» ~a,O'i~!:1:m cr1:te; OUVUT01:1']'tEe; TOIj j.luOou: iivaYKato't11ta Kat T.: lOa vlmrca. 'AVU(.pOptKU npoc; 1:0 npoB).l1~\a /lOpq>f\e; - 1tEpt!:XOJ.l&YOU J.lnopd VU taxuptcrGfj Kuvde; 1!ro~ ij 'tpaywoia, roe; TEXVTj'tO UV1'tKrij.lEVO,
1tpaY~l(H(tlV!.;1 1:0 w;xdo I.6yc9 1:fie; m8avo'l1Toc; Kat u,vaYKm01:1]TOC; 1:fle; J.lopq>fjc; 1:11t;· 0a ~tl:op05CfE I.OLEOV vu O!:wpljOfi ~ VOJ.lOe; '[fie; Aicr61]'tlKfie;, 011
TO eiKO; Kai TO UI'aYKuiov ElVUl T] PUOll 1:fj~ tV01:T]1:0C; Kat ,fje; TUSEWC; 'tfje;
'tpaywoia.r" '0 !iUeOC; O!:~I&I.lroVEl 060 dOTj &vc'tT]'W(: 1:ijv tVOTTjTa ni)\" i';1tl>Lcrooiwv :fjc; 1':/,OKfjC KU.t c11V tVOTTjTU ~tETC'.SU TOOV j.lepwv 1:fj; 1:po.ymoiu;. 'H
UKO}.(,U(J{c. ,:1; aiJ\.O\J OeIlEA.IWVf,l ,ijv tvonlTU flE 'tijv «KptO'T]» Kat tVO'Tj1:a
Tijv uKoA.ou0ia pt 1ijV «uvrif.Tj'l'l1». To «wpaio» 01171.. TOU 1:EXVll1:OD aV'tLK£tJ.lEVOU yta 1:0V 'APIO'T01:EA.ll a1:Tjpi'E1:at mijv UJ.lOlpmOTllw Kat 1:1)v UAJ.1]AES&,;1Hi('i'111fi~ EV01:Tj'CO; KO.! 1:fjs Ta~Tj<; KaTa. TO elKOr:; Kai TO uvujKaiol'.
pmE'tCt!:e; KO.1 o!

uvayvwpicr!:t~»

EiKO:; Kai ,0 QVaYKai'ov. EIVat cruv&nroc; 0 i!uOOC;
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